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Today I begin my training to become a physician; a noble profession dedicated to the preservation of life and prevention of human suffering.

From this day forward I will be different, recognized as a healer. I pledge myself to the value of human life.

I do not enter this pathway alone. Society provides schools and faculty. Teachers and peers assist in my education. Important individuals support me.

Among those attributes that are respected in physicians, I will treasure compassion, empathy, and honesty.

I will learn to preserve life by promoting health and by treating individuals who are ill.

I will remember always that within each human life is a person who can feel pain, as well as comfort and happiness.

I will treat my patient not only as an individual but also as a member of a family and society.

I will respect the dignity of everyone I help and will hold private and in confidence all that patients report to me.

I will be honest with patients and their families, with teachers and peers, and will never tolerate deception or fraud.
I will be honest with myself to know my strengths and abilities, to recognize my limitations, and to seek help when necessary.

I will believe in myself, for it is that foundation that allows me to believe in others—from mentors and peers to patients, their families, and friends.

I will always strive to do my best and work continually to improve my knowledge, abilities, and understanding.

I will be a teacher to those who follow me, and to my patients, and my community.

My relationship with patients and colleagues will not be affected by race, religion, nationality, financial or social status, or sexual orientation.

In being true to this oath, I will preserve the finest traditions of medicine and science, and enjoy and conduct my life, my profession, and my art to the fullest.

Written in 1995 for the first White Coat Ceremony at UCLA by Alan G. Robinson, M.D. and Neil H. Parker, M.D.
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UTILIS SOCIETY

Isa Abdul Cader
Maximiliano Abundez Toledo
Juhee Agrawal
Opemipo Akerele
Adam Nabil Alghalith
Abdulrahman Almalouhi
Enar Arega
Elijah Bingham
Lizeth Carrillo
Martina Cavallini
Anthony Chen
Maria Chen
Jenna Dovydaits
Amaka Ehirim
John N. Filosa
Spencer Flynn
Ghadi Ghanem
Ilana Golub
Jose Armando Guerrero
Holly Huang
Samuel William Hulbert
Reem Karmouta
Nuha Khalfay
Karen Lam
Monica Le
Mary Lee
Alan Li
Marie Karen Luff
Samantha Mory Maisel
Cheikh Alassane Mballo
Nabill Mohamed Munshi
Shiv Nadkarni
Leane Nasrallah
Joy Ohiomoba
Hannah Parish
Sarah Park
Kenny Qian
Persiana Simone Saffari
Dong Ho Shin
Jared Taitt
Lara Tang
Kyla Truman
Melissa Yao
Benjamin Yeh

CARITAS SOCIETY

Desiree R. Acosta
Babapelumi Adejuyigbe
Eric An
Kendra Arriaga-Castellanos
Parsa Asachi
Jordan Brafman
Lynchel Brumaire
Alexis Cheney
Christian Ivan Corrales
Dustin Dillon
Anwesha Dubey
Elisa Fazzari
Stuart Fine
Durga Ganesh
Farinaz Ghodrati
Ariana Gonzalez Rebollar
Ava Mousavi  
Rohini Nott  
McKayla Poppens  
Keeley Ravellette  
Kat Schmolly  
Beau P. Sperry  
Theo Stoddard-Bennett  
Jeremiah M. Taylor  
Renee Amber Tessem  
Bryan Tamtri Vuong  
Karissa Wang  
Michelle Wu  
Johnny Xu  
Derek Zhang  

**ACCENDO SOCIETY**  
Justin Abbasi  
Tucker Dino Avra  
Tae-León Butler  
Kendall Ann Clark  
Jasmine Deng  
Isabel Eng  
Sean Faulk  
Kasey C. Fitzsimmons  
Michelle Nidia Gallardo  
Jose Galvez Hernandez  
Samantha Garcia  
Tessa Gillespie  
Logan Gunderson  
Connie Ho  
Zina Jawadi  
Alexandra Michelle Johnson  

Guneet Kaur  
Madison Kent  
Michelle Yu Yao Ko  
Nguyen Khoi Le  
Ryan Lowder  
Fahim Mahmud  
Annette Marinello  
Stephnie Nicole Martinez  
Carlos Maturana  
Karla Murillo  
Vishnu Murthy  
Nathan Palacios  
Chelsea Suchi Pan  
Christina Ramsey  
Grace Riley  
Myriam Shehata  
Athreya Steiger  
Lauren Taiclet  
Dominique Taylor  
Katie Thure  
Ashley Villa-Rangel  
Ashley Washington  
Connor McGrath Webb  
Peter Yan  
Renee Zhao  
Humza Zubair
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Justin Abbasi
Isa Abdul Cader
Maximiliano Abundez Toledo
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Babapelumi Adejuayigbe
Juhee Agrawal
Raag Agrawal
Opepmo Akerele
Adam Nabil Alghalith
Abdulrahman Almalouhi
Eric An
Enat Arega
William Armero
Kendra Arriaga-Castellanos
Parsa Asachi
Tucker Dino Avra
Maya Barad
Bryce Wayne Bentley
Erika Mae Bernardino
Elijah Bingham
Jordan Brafman
Alli Brimacombe
Lynchel Brumaire
Austin Burrows
Tae-León Butler
Lizeth Carrillo
Martina Cavallini
Anthony Chen
Maria Chen
Victoria C. Chen

Alexis Cheney
Nisha Choothakan
Kendall Ann Clark
Daniel Cordova
Christian Ivan Corrales
Callie Cuff
Jasmine Deng
Dustin Dillon
Jenna Dovydaitis
Anwesha Dubey
Joseph Ebriani
Eghosa Edogun
Amaka Ehirim
Isabel Eng
Sean Faulk
Elisa Fazzari
John N. Filosa
Stuart Fine
Nicholas Finger
Kasey C. Fitzsimmons
Spencer Flynn
Michelle Nidia Gallardo
Jose Galvez Hernandez
Durga Ganesh
Samantha Garcia
Ghadi Ghanem
Farinaz Ghodrati
Durga Monica Ghosh
Tessa Gillespie
Keshav Goel
Ilana Golub
Ariana Gonzalez Rebollar
Dayna Grundy
Jose Armando Guerrero
Logan Gunderson
Danny Hadaya
Mengdong He
Stephanie A. Hernández
Connie Ho
Holly Huang
Christopher Huerta
Samuel William Hulbert
Shahrin Islam
Sogol Stephanie Javadi
Zina Jawadi
Alexandra Michelle Johnson
Reem Karmouta
Guneet Kaur
Gurjit Kaur
Kirandeep Kaur
Alexandra Grace Keir
Madison Kent
Nuha Khalfay
Vera Khurshudyan
Samuel Kim
Juka Soohyang Kim
Michelle Yu Yao Ko
Myung-Jun Ko
Nelly Kokikian
Jahmil Rahshad Lacey
Karen Lam
Monica Le
Nguyen Khoi Le
Mary Lee
Samuel Lee
Alan Li
Christine Liu
Cindy Liu
Ryan Lowder
Marie Karen Luff
Animesh Mahapatra
Kajol Maheshwari
Fahim Mahmud
Samantha Mory Maisel
Hanna Mandl
Dominic Ryan Mangino
Annette Marinello
Emily Martey
Stephenie Nicole Martinez
Carlos Maturana
Cheikh Alassane Mballo
James McDermott
Mauranda Chee-Ling Men
Bethlehem Michael
Sarah Mirzaie
Clare Moffatt
Precious Moman
Ava Mousavi
Nabill Mohamed Munshi
Karla Murillo
The Class of 2024 Listed Alphabetically

Vishnu Murthy
Shiv Nadkarni
Leane Nasrallah
Emily Nguyen
Rohini Nott
Joy Ohiomoba
Nathan Palacios
Chelsea Suchi Pan
Hannah Parish
Sarah Park
Sara Peña Carmona
Jeremy Policht
McKayla Poppins
Anjali Pradhan
Kenny Qian
Christina Ramsey
Keeley Ravellette
Grace Riley
Dailyn Alejandra Rodriguez Reyes
Persiana Simone Saffari
Kathyana Paola Santiago Mangual
Kat Schmolly
Myriam Shehata
Dong Ho Shin
Emma Simon
Beau P. Sperry
Athreya Steiger
Theo Stoddard-Bennett
Bronwyn Stone

Lauren Taiclet
Jared Tait
Lara Tang
Jack Pengfei Tang
Dominique Taylor
Jeremiah M. Taylor
Renae Amber Tessem
Katie Thure
Kyla Truman
Ashley Villa-Rangel
Bryan Tamtri Vuong
Colin Glen Wang
Elizabeth Wang
Karissa Wang
Ashley Washington
Connor McGrath Webb
Nicole Wilkinson
Michelle Wu
Johnny Xu
Peter Yan
Melissa Yao
Benjamin Yeh
David Andrew Zarrin
Derek Zhang
Renee Zhao
Humza Zubair